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Note from Ged

I would like to wish
all of our customers a
very happy christmas
and all the best for
the new year

Ged Clarke

in this issue

TESTIMONIAL valtra n174
We caught up with Eric and his son
Peter of Foulds House Farm recently to
see what they thought of their flagship
Valtra N174. Eric and Peter run a Dairy
and sheep farm in Padiham, Lancashire,
milking an expanding herd of around
80 cross-breed cows and supplying milk
to Yewtree Dairy’s, as well as keeping a
productive flock of around 150 sheep.
They have had their Valtra N174 versu
for around 1 year and have found it to be
an excellent asset to their business.
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They acquired their first robotic milker around 4
years ago and have seen massive improvements
to yield with the robots working 24 hours a day.
After seeing the benef its of the Lely automatic
milking robot they have recently installed a
second, increasing the cows’ visits per day to 3.4
(up f rom the traditional 2 visits) and increasing
the production of milk to over 10,000 litres per
lactation. This has resulted in greater eff iciency
and a happier herd!
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Eric and Peter have found the N174 to excel in
every task they have set – f rom tanking slurry
and muck spreading in the winter months,
to siloing, mowing and haulage in the spring
and summer. Eric and Peter were looking for a
machine that could handle the marginal, wet
land and hillside work, as well as being capable
of heavy haulage. When looking for a new tractor, they considered many brands but found that the
Valtra ticked all of the boxes. They wanted a compact tractor what was well made but also wanted
to be assured that the back-up would be there if it was needed, f rom both the brand and their
dealer. Having only briefly used a Valtra in the past they took somewhat of a gamble in choosing
this brand above others, however something which drew them was the excellent power to weight
ratio, good fuel economy and versatility of the N series models. They have found that the 4-cylinder
engine takes everything in its stride and has a lot more power than expected – and more than their
previous 6-cylinder tractor. As the tractor is for use on - what is a lot of the time – soft ground, it
needed to be lightweight enough with wider tyres to enable it to do everything they need it to do.
This is all achievable through the N174, further enhanced by the excellent versu gear box system
with a perfect amount of gears and speed ranges, travelling up to 50K on the road.
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Find us on !$
For regular updates, news and
competitions from the team at
Clarke and Pulman, follow us on
Facebook and Instagram.

The Valtra SmartTouch technology is a relatively new technology and has proved to be easy to use,
with everything you need being never more than two touches away and ‘easier to use than a smart
phone’. The whole cab has proved very comfortable and well set out providing plenty of space.
AFTERCARE
On arrival of the tractor, demonstrator John Clarke was on
farm to help set up the machine and guide Eric and Peter
through the new Smart Touch display and cab technology.
They have been very happy with the back up f rom Clarke
and Pulman f rom installation to service requirements –
“there is always someone on the end of the telephone”, any
technological queries can often be solved over the phone but
where more insight is needed, the service department is on

If you would like to see all
the Valtra N Series has to
offer, call our demonstrator

JOHN CLARKE on
07823 349653

hand for call-outs.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CLARKEANDPULMAN.COM
Langley Place, Burscough Industrial Estate, Burscough, Ormskirk, L40 8JS Tel: 01704 897507
119 Garstang Road, Claughton-on-Brock, Preston, PR3 0PH Tel: 01995 640302

Garstang Depot Open Day
On Thursday 6th June Clarke and Pulman,
Rufford’s Country Store and Garstang Tyre
Services held an open day for customers at their
Garstang Depot, with donations on the day to
the Royal British Legion to commemorate the
75th Anniversary of D-Day.
The Open Day was also to celebrate the newly finished
renovation of the whole Garstang site. In 2018 the longstanding Garstang Tyre Services was moved from its bay to
a brand-new garage at the opposite end of the depot. The
old GTS was renovated, and Rufford’s Country Store was
opened in November 2018. The new site of GTS now has three
full car bays, a drive-through MOT lane and a reception and
customer waiting area.
Staff across all three business were on hand to welcome
customers. As well as offering 10% off across the whole depot
throughout the day and evening, customers were welcomed
to grab a drink at the bar in GTS and make their way around
to enjoy a Hog Roast provided by local business the Striped
Pig Company!
The Open Day was a great opportunity for the Country Store to
showcase its fantastic array of clothing, homeware and gifts.
As well as offering 10% off everything, Rufford’s ran a raffle
for the chance to win a pair of RM Williams short boots! All
proceeds going to the Royal British Region. Since its launch
in November 2018, Rufford’s Country Store has gone from
strength to strength and now boasts an impressive portfolio
of brands including Fairfax & Favour, Dubarry of Ireland, RM
Williams and Hicks & Brown as well as supporting some new
up and coming brands such as Tilly Ann Children’s wear and
Feathers and Fluff Accessories.
Clarke and Pulman also ran a raffle for the chance to win a
Husqvarna Chainsaw, again with all proceeds going to the
Royal British Legion. As well as having new stock and offers
in store, the outside of the depot was neatly packed with the
latest new machinery from Fendt, Valtra, Kverneland, Spreada-Bale and Honda.
*Thank you to The Striped Pig Company for their excellent
hog roast and service and to Amanda Abbott for the bar

“It was fantastic to see so many of our
customers, old and new come and support us
for our open day - I hope that they enjoyed
the day and evening as much as we did. I
would also like to take the opportunity
to thank my staff for working so hard in
preparation for the event.”
Ged Clarke, Managing Director
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PARTS DEPARTMENT

60 YEA R S K NOWL EDGE A ND EXPE RTISE

I N T RACTO R AN D M AC H I N E RY PA RTS

WE STOCK OVER £1.5 MILLION
WORTHOF AGCO AND JCB PARTS
Across the company, here at Clarke and Pulman we have
over 60 years’ experience in tractor and machinery parts
from manufacturers such as Massey Ferguson, Fendt, Valtra,
(AGCO), JCB, Kverneland and Honda amongst many others.
Visit our parts counters for your genuine
Massey Ferguson, Fendt, Valtra and JCB
parts or visit
www.masseyparts.com and order online!

We are open every Sunday at our Garstang Depot from 11am – 4pm.
We are also able to order parts in on a Sunday for pickup from our Burscough Depot on Monday.

GRUBS NEW PLASTIC TOE CAP
New Leather Grub's boots workbooks are now in stock at our Garstang
Depot! These boots are 100% metal free, breathable and hardwearing
with the same performance and safety rating as the traditional steel
toecap but without the weight.
The FURY SAFTEY™ dealer style boot is the ultimate work boot ideal for everyday use. With an Australian
V-Cut three-piece, water resistant, full grain Iberian leather upper and double-sided elasticated side gore,
comfort and style is guaranteed. The FURY SAFETY™ is equipped with a DEFENDER™ ballistic nylon,
anti-penetration midsole, composite toe and an oil/acid resistant sole, making is S3 SRB safety standard.

10% OFF
WORKWEAR AND BOOTS FOR
STUDENTS & YFC MEMBERS*

*when a valid student ID or
YFC membership card is shown.

COMFORT™ LINING Breathable and hardwearing that wicks moisture away from the wearer’s foot. Also,
fungus and rot proof.

£69.00
rrp

Offer excludes all machinery and cannot be used in
Rufford’s Country Store. Offer only valid for MF, Fendt,
Valtra, JCB, Dunlop, Flexothane and Buckler workwear
and boots. Valid at both Burscough and Garstang Depots.

4MM LUXLITE™ FOOTBED Has millions of microscopic nitrogen bubbles
that insulate the wearer from cold surfaces.
GRAVITY+™ SOLE Is an acid and oil resistant sole with an ENERGY ZONE
heel and METPAD™ ball to absorb shock and improve grip. EN ISO 20345
S3-SRB standard. Composite toe EN ISO 12568 and DEFENDER™ antipenetration midsole EN ISO 2476395.

100% METAL FREE WEIGHT: 1.4KG COMFORT RATING - +25°C TO 0°C.

WE MAKE
HOSE ASSEMBLIES
High quality hose assemblies
protect you and your environment

SPEC IAL O FFER HUSQVA RNA 440 CHAINSAW
Second generation lightweight and efficient all-round chainsaw, ideal for those
looking for a chainsaw that is exceptionally easy to start and manoeuvre. Starts easily
also with a slower pull, comes with flip-up tank caps. Featuring X-Torq engine for
lower fuel consumption and reduced emission levels. Equipped with Smart Start, fuel
pump and Auto return stop switch for easy starting.
CYL IN DER DISPL AC EMENT:
P OWER OUTPUT: 		
WEIGH T: 			
B AR L EN GTH : 			

40. 9 C M3
1. 8 KW/ 2 .4HP
4 .4 KG
15”

*RRP £312.50 + VAT | Contact Clarke and Pulman for more details
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our
special offer price

£280.00
+ VAT*

COMES WITH 2
5.0AH BATTERIES

£379.50

£83.29
+ VAT (99.50 INC)

+ VAT

½” IMPACT WRENCH

M18 5.0AH BATTERIES

M12 HEATED HOODIE

The M18 FUEL™ mid torque impact wrench delivers 610 Nm in a compact
size of only 170 mm
3-Mode DRIVE CONTROL allows the user to shift into 3 different speed
and torque settings to maximise application versatility
Brushless POWERSTATE™ motor for longer motor life and more power
REDLINK PLUS™ intelligence system delivers an advanced digital
overload protection for tool and battery and uniquely enhances the tool
performance under load
REDLITHIUM™-ION battery pack provides superior pack construction,
electronics & fade-free performance to deliver more run time and more
work over pack life
Individual battery cell monitoring optimises tool run time and ensures
long term pack durability
½″ square friction ring
On board fuel gauge and LED light
Flexible battery system: works with all MILWAUKEE® M18™ batteries

Delivers up to 2.5x more run time, up to 20% more power and up to 2x
more battery life compared with other Lithium-Ion technologies and /
or with previous MILWAUKEE® battery technology. (Results depend on
tool and application)
REDLITHIUM™-ION protection with REDLINK™ digital overload protection
to prevent users from damaging their cordless power tool investment in
abusive situations
Individual cell monitoring ensures optimal charge and discharge for
maximum life
Durable metal frame battery construction with shock responsive separators preventing pack failure from excessive vibrations or drops
Water protection routes water away from the electronics & out of the
battery pack
Can be used in extreme temperatures down to -20 °C without compromising on runtime and battery life
On-board battery fuel gauge helps the user to maximize his battery
run-time efficiency

Rugged heated hoodie made from durable cotton (53%) exterior with
durable reinforced utility pockets and waffle-weave polyester (47%)
lining to withstand tough outdoor conditions
In autumn and spring the hoodie can be worn as a rugged outer layer. In
winter, it is best as a base layer that allows to shed bulky undergarments
while generating and holding heat close to the body
Superior run time, up to 8 hours of heat on a single battery charge of an
M12™ REDLITHIUM™-ION battery pack
Multiple heating zones - 3 sewn in carbon fibre heating zones distribute
heat to core body areas
Easy touch heat controller - 3 heat settings: High, Medium, Low
M12™ battery holder is stored in a concealed battery pocket for increased
comfort and convenience
Hood fits easily under hard hat
Integrated cell phone pocket
Machine washable and dryable

18V X2 5.0AH BATTERIES

JOBSITE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
4933459275

Advanced technology Bluetooth® jobsite speaker
Bluetooth® wireless range of up to 30 m
Flexible battery system: works with all MILWAUKEE® M12™ &
M18™ batteries
IP54 rated, water and debris resistant to withstand tough conditions on and off the jobsite
Loud, clear sounds at all volumes
2.1A USB charger, charges phones, tablets and media players

£60
+ VAT

4 PIECE COMBI KIT

4933464353

Flexible battery system: works with all MILWAUKEE® M12™ batteries

£699

+ VAT
Voltage 18v
1x M18 FPD2 - M18 FUEL™ percussion drill
1x M18 FID2 - M18 FUEL™ ¼? Hex impact driver
1x M18 CAG115XPDB - M18 FUEL™ 115 mm braking grinder with paddle switch
1x M18 CHX - M18 FUEL™ 4-mode SDSplus hammer with FIXTEC chuck
2 x 18v 5Ah Li-ion Batteries
Supplied in Tool bag

Premium speaker with bass port

THE WORLD LEADER IN CORDLESS INNOVATION
OUNT
L DISC
S P E C I A VA I L A B L E !
A
PRICES

Milwaukee Electric Tool Corp. is an industry-leading manufacturer
and marketer of heavy-duty, portable electric power tools and
accessories for professional users worldwide.

GREASE GUN
£169.99
+VAT

(body only)

BURSCOUGH:
+44 (0) 1704 897507
GARSTANG:

AVAILABLE AT

+44 (0) 1995 640302
par tsinfo@clarkeandpulman.com

OFFER AVAILABLE AT BOTH GARSTANG
AND BURSCOUGH DEPOTS FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
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ADULTS
1. Valtra Baseball Cap £15.72 + VAT 2. JCB 1/4 Zip Sweatshirt £19.50 + VAT 3. JCB White 1945 Polo Shirt £18.50 + VAT
4. Fendt Profi Waistcoat £31.52 + VAT 5. Fendt Mens T-shirt £17.52 + VAT 6. Valtra Dungarees £52.88 + VAT
7. Valtra Winter Overalls £99.32 + VAT

KIDS
8. 13. MF 12V Electric Tractor £263.47 9. JCB 5CX Eco Backhoe Loader 1:16 scale £41.92 10. MF Plush Toy £13.84 + VAT
11. Kids Massey Ferguson Tshirt £15.30 12. Fendt Children's Overalls £40.20 + VAT 13. Valtra Pedal Tractor with trailer £165.77 + VAT
14. Girls Pink Pyjama Set £26.83 + VAT 15. Valtra Pedal Tractor with Front Loader £149.34 + VAT
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EX DEMO

FENDT 211 c/w 3X65 CARGO LOADER

FENDT 312 PROFI

VALTRA T234D SMART TOUCH

FENDT 516 POWER PLUS DEMO

EX DEMO

FENDT 312 PROFI

VALTRA T214V SMART TOUCH

EX DEMO

VALTRA T194A

EX DEMO

VALTRA A124LH

EX DEMO

VALTRA A114 HITEC c/w LOADER

FENDT FORMER 671 TWIN ROTOR RAKE

MASSEY FERGUSON 7360 BETA EX DEMO

MASSEY FERGUSON 5713s EFFICIENT

JCB 8026 MINI EXCAVATOR

JCB 18Z-1 MINI-EXCAVATOR

MASSEY FERGUSON 5711 ESSENTIAL

KVERNELAND 864 PRO FEEDER/BEDDER

KVERNELAND NG-H 601 FOLDING POWER
HARROW

MASSEY FERGUSON DM287 MOWER

MASSEY FERGUSON DM246 MOWER

MASSEY FERGUSON 5710 ESSENTIAL

s ale s team
co ntacts

BURSCOUGH OFFICE – 01704 897507
Tom Clarke (Sales Manager) – 07799 896290
Gary Abbott – 07799 242501 | Tom Forshaw – 07557 358690 | Jack Halsall – 07741 910951

GARSTANG OFFI CE – 01995 640302
Richard Bamber – 07766 738391
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STEWART GX16 -21LZ

KVERNELAND 85112 PRO LINE TEDDER

KVERNELAND 3332 MT MOWER CONDITIONER

MASSEY FERGUSON RB 4160V

MASSEY FERGUSON RB3130 F

MASSEY FERGUSON RB2125

KVERNELAND 150S 4 FURROW PLOUGH

KVERNELAND 9443 SINGLE ROTOR RAKE

USED

EX DEMO

KVERNELAND 3m E-DRILL – Ex Demo

FOSTER TL-7

MASSEY FERGUSON 7718s

USED

HONDA TRX 90X

HONDA TRX 420 FA6

HONDA TRX 420 FM2

KVERNELAND EXACTA TL1500

USED

MASSEY FERGUSON 6718s DYNA-VT

USED

MASSEY FERGUSON 7726 DYNA-VT

WE A LWAYS HAVE HO NDA ATV ' s
BOT H N EW AN D US ED I N STOCK

VIS I T O UR WE BS I TE CL A RKEA NDPU LMA N.CO M
FOR T H E L AT E ST O F F E RS , N EWS A ND I N FO RMATI ON
ALL USED TRACTORS AND MACHINERY AT CLARKEANDPULMAN.COM

Christmas GIFT GUIDE
you r perfect coun try ch ristm as

DUBARRY MENS
PALMERSTOWN GORETEX
JACKET – OLIVE

£299

A great ‘home and away’ jacket the
sporty feeling Palmerstown jacket is
lightweight & practical. Made from
GORE-TEX fabric which makes
it waterproof and breathable, it
also has taped seams and filling
stitched to the lining to keep you
warm and dry. A good match with
jeans and Dubarry Goodyear Welted
Chelsea boots, it's easily packed into
a weekend bag, great for chilly days
and unexpected showers.

£125

MUSTO MENS GLEMSFORD GILET –
CARBON

Warm. Fast-drying. Highly breathable. This
Glemsford Polartec® Fleece Gilet is the ideal
mid-layer, with 200g of Polartec® fleece.
Pill-resistance and the benefit of balanced
heat retention ensure that this gilet will
deliver warmth in all weather conditions.
A snug, high collar and drawcord
hem
aid
heat
retention.
LYCRA® binding on the
armholes
enhances
comfort.

Go bold with Briarrose. An eye-catching
custom pheasant print gives life to your
winter outfit whether it’s on the gun bus
on a shoot or running errands about
town. Made from soft Rayon fabric, it
has a fitted shape that hangs beautifully
and layers comfortably. A perfect match
with moleskin Foxtail jeans and leather
country boots or Dubarry Chelsea boots.
HICKS & BROWN SUFFOLK
FEDORA – DARK BROWN

£89

(GUINEA & PHEASANT FEATHER)

The stunning wool felt Suffolk Fedora is
hand finished with a cluster of natural
feathers fastened behind a branded
leather band.

1

2

MUSTO BURGHLEY QUILTED 2 IN 1
JACKET – RIFLE

The ultimate jacket for breathable warmth.
This Women's Burghley Quilted 2-in-1 Jacket
features lightweight duck down and feather
insulation in a baffled, non-bulky construction.
Keep warm against seasonal chills in its jacket
form. Zip off the arms and layer over a top
or knitwear for warmth that offers complete
freedom of movement.

£99

DUBARRY BRIARROSE SHIRT
CREAM

5
4

£275

3
1. DUBARRY DUNAGHMORE WOMEN’S CASHMERE/MERINO SWEATER – BERRY £179
2. ANNABEL BROCKS LEATHER SUEDE BELT – TAN/PINK £55
3. FAIRFAX & FAVOR REGINA BOOT – FLAT GREY SUEDE £325
4. FAIRFAX & FAVOR SUEDE BOOT TASSEL – MAGENTA £20
5. CLARE HAGGAS GEORGE & FRIENDS NARROW SILK SCARF – MAGENTA £69

Shop our collection in store at 119 Garstang Road, Claughton on Brock, Preston, PR3 0PH
or visit us online at ruffords.com
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£74
HICKS & HIDES MENS STOW MULTI FIELD BELT – TAN

Feathered 1 1/4inch belt with brass buckle and the option of displaying
20 bore cartridges all around the belt or just on the tip.

£365

£95

£20

FAIRFAX & FAVOR WINDSOR
HANDBAG – GREY

R M WILLIAMS CITY
WASHBAG COGNAC

The Windsor is a Fairfax & Favor
timeless classic. Carefully crafted from the
finest suede and leather, the Windsor’s most
defining and perhaps rather distinguishable feature is its signature
interchangeable tassel, enabling personalisation perfection for any look
or occasion.

£20

£35

FAIRFAX & FAVOR
SUEDE BOOT TASSELS

£100

BROOK TAVERNER
MENS TATTERSALL
CHECK SHIRT GREEN

£13

ARAN WOOLLEN MILLS
SUPER SOFT MERINO
JUMPER GREEN

SOPHIE ALLPORT DOUBLE
OVEN GLOVE – BEE

SOPHIE ALLPORT CIRCULAR
HOB COVER – BEE

Brighten up your kitchen with a
practical pair of double oven gloves
covered in stylish bees on a pale
green background. The reverse of the
glove and inside each hand pocket
there is a special heat resistant
fabric. There is also a handy 'loop' in
the middle of the glove so you can
hang it up in your kitchen.

Our circular hob covers are great at
keeping your AGA tops clean and
scratch-free and effective at keeping
the heat in. These ones are covered
in bees on a pale green background.
We don't recommend
placing piping hot
pans directly onto
the cover.

AT HOME IN THE COUNTRY STAG DECANTER

This wonderful decanter has a lovely detailed silver-plated
stag head as the stopper. The stopper has several rubber
rings that produce an airtight seal. This fabulous piece
measures approximately 28.5 cm's high and 9 cm's wide.
It is reassuringly heavy and takes 75cl of whisky, wine, port
or spirits!

£62.50

R M WILLIAMS
LADIES ADELAIDE
BOOT CARAMEL

£375

The ladies Classic Adelaide Boots
have been crafted with the wearer
in mind. This premium leather
pair also features a texon board
insole, which allows for a lower toe
puff, giving them a sleek feminine profile.
Style these timeless boots with everything from chinos to relaxed
denim for elevated smart-casual appeal.

Merry Christmas
FROM EVERYONE AT RUFFORDS

O P E N I N G T I M E S M ON – SAT 9A M – 5 PM | SU N 11A M – 4PM
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THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT
With over 15 highly trained technicians across both of our
depots, our service departments are available 7 days a week
for advice and support. Whether on farm or out in the field,
our technicians are trained to manufacturers standards and
are ready to help.
Our knowledgeable parts team are also on hand for telephone,
email and face to face support as well as supplying the
workshop with spare parts. Our Garstang Parts Department is
open 7 days a week for parts ordering and pick up.
Email: partsinfo@clarkeandpulman.com

Contact us for more information
Garstang 01995 640302

Burscough 01704 897507

Service Manager Mary Wallbank
Parts Manager Richard Hall

Service Manager Martin Valentine
Parts Manager Andrew Caunce

CLARKE & PULMAN 10+ SERVICE
Our 10+ Service offer applies to Massey Ferguson, Fendt, Valtra and JCB
machines 10 years old and over and once registered, you will receive:
FIXED LABOUR RATE

£39.60
/ H O U R + VAT

• 1 2 MON T H S PA RTS & L A B O U R WA R R A N TY O N WO R K CA R R IED O UT
• 10 + PR IC E D PA RTS
• MA N U FACTU R E R T R A IN E D & EXPE R IE N C E D T EC H N IC IA NS

AGCO Apprenticeships
The AGCO Academy Apprenticeship, in partnership
with Moreton Morrell College (part of the multi-site
college group WCG) has been the starting point for some of the most highlyrespected and sought-after agricultural engineers in the sector.
It combines classroom and workshop training with practical, work-based
development to lay the foundations of a successful career, working with such
brands as Massey Ferguson, Fendt and Valtra.
What are the key benefits?
• Run by AGCO trained lecturers and instructors
• Monitors your progress at work and at college to uphold and exceed all required national
standards and qualifications
• Gives apprentices additional soft skills to help in the work place
• The College is working with a range of industry and awarding bodies to ensure that the
content is relevant to the industry
• Includes Manufacturer Technical Training at AGCO’s training academy
• Broad range of machinery accessed to ensure apprentices are working on the latest
technology where appropriate

Why should I apply?
An AGCO apprenticeship is an opportunity to: “earn while you learn”.
By successfully participating in an AGCO apprenticeship, you will achieve an industry approved
qualification at the same time as gaining fantastic hands-on practical skills through a
manufacturer backed scheme; all whilst earning a wage.
AGCO’s apprenticeship schemes have helped an overwhelming number of young people to join
the land-based engineering sector in the UK.

Become one of s!
these achiever
What can you expect from an
AGCO Apprenticeship with us?

What would an average week/month consist of?
Apprentices will work a 40-hour week in either our
Burscough or Garstang Depot Workshop (depending
on their location), Monday to Friday 8am-5pm.
How often will I be at College?
Year 1 – Three blocks of 4 weeks spent in college.
Year 2 – Two blocks of 2 weeks and 2 blocks of 4 weeks
Year 3 – One block of 4 weeks and 2 blocks of 3 weeks.
Year 4 – Two AGCO training weeks and assessments

Apprentices will stay at the college (but can come
home on weekends) and have their accommodation
and catering paid for by Clarke and Pulman Ltd.
As our places for the AGCO apprenticeships are very
limited, however, we welcome applications from all
by sending us your CV and cover letter to
lisa.ashcroft@clarkeandpulman.com
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Machine Focus
The NEW Fendt
900 Vario

This summer, Fendt launched its all new, biggest
ever 900 Vario tractor series which holds five models
sitting in the power range of 296 to 415 hp. The new
range of tractors are designed to be an extremely
versatile, all-round high-power tractor. Made for
heavy work, the new 900 series generation has been
designed to meet the requirements of efficient, largescale farming with its all new MAN 6-cylinder engine,
9 litre cubic capacity and VTG turbocharger. The Vario
delivers power evenly and dynamically with further
improvements to performance in the field due to the
latest advancements in technology.
The Fendt 900 vario weighs only 11.7 tonnes unladen
and reaches a top speed of 60km/h. This, along with the
integrated VarioGrip tyre pressure regulation system
makes it ideal for transport and low ground pressure/
high tractive power. Additionally, if wheel slip is detected,
the tractor will automatically switch to 4-wheel drive to
allow maximum tractive power. Changes to the engine,
transmission axels and hydraulics, and high power to
weight ratio make the series suitable for a variety of
work world-wide, from large farms and transport to PTO
work like wood chopping. The changes made to the new
models also encompass greater efficiency and meet stage
5 emission standards as well as increasing the oil change
interval to an impressive 1,000 hours.
The Fendt Life Cab is another addition to the 900 vario,
offering full connectivity both inside and outside the cab
as well as a new sound system. With Fendt connect, the
central telemetry system from AGCO, the data from the
machine use is analysed and sent via the mobile network
in order to optimise the machine so that it performs at
its best at all times. This also allows users to retrieve
information regarding machine use including mapping
and fuel consumption as well as the ability to view real time
data and error codes; and can allow the dealer to access
the data if requested by the owner to allow for predictive
maintenance. With an internal Wifi, the owner can also
connect their PC or tablet to the tractor in order to plot
various machine parameters including fuel consumption,
worked area and positioning whist working.

Read more about the new 900 Vario series at

www.fendt.com/us/fendt-900-vario
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LOCAL MOT & TYRE SPECIALIST

•
•
•
•
•

NOW OFFERING MOT’S!

NEW TYRES
LIFETIME TYRE GUARANTEE*
TYRE REPAIRS & SERVICES
NITROGEN TYRE INFLATION

*TRADE
D I S CO U N T
AVA I L A B L E
!
•
•
•
•

CLEANING PRODUCTS
QUALITY AFTERCARE
AIR CON RE-GAS
NUMBERPLATE SERVICES

119 Garstang Rd, Claughton On Brock, PR3 0PH
+44 (0) 1995 640196
info@gtsservices.co.uk
*TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY
VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CLARKEANDPULMAN.COM

